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Business management classes in high school

It's harder than ever to get into college these days. AP classes, volunteer hours, solid G.P.A. - these things just aren't always enough anymore. But if business is about being all about networking, then perhaps the pre-college summer business program at one of the best universities makes a great introduction to colleges of their choice. With the competitive nature of today's college admissions process in mind, we went on to hunt the
very best pre-college programs for high school students. We scoured hundreds of programs, considering everything from affordability and value experience to instructors, and found them: 50 Best Pre-College Summer Business Programs for High School Students. The Athena Summer Innovation Institute at Barnard College Barnard College, a women's liberal arts school based in New York City, seeks to close the gender gap in
business management in part by providing its Innovation Institute program for aspiring young women. Students participating in the program participate in workshops to strengthen their public speaking skills, learn the basics of corporate governance and even write business proposals. Meanwhile, students take frequent trips to tour actual successful companies run by women. Finally, students pitch their business ideas to mentors,
faculty and judges in an attempt to win prizes. Where: Barnard College, New York, New York, New York How long: 10 days for specific topics: Business, entrepreneurship How much: $4,850 (includes tuition, room and board) More information about Berkeley Business Academy for Youth at UC Berkeley's top-ranked Haas ranked School of Business will host this summer's college prep program for high school students considering
majors and careers in business and entrepreneurship. Students work closely with Berkeley professors and current sub-forces on things like teamwork, oral presentation and communication skills, business plan writing, developing research skills, and more. After completing the program, students will receive a graduation certificate, plus valuable resources and connections at one of the best business schools in the country. Where:
University of California Berkeley, Berkeley, California How Long: Two Weeks of Specific Topics: Business, Business How Much: $5,500 (includes tuition, room and board of U.S. residents) More information about the Boston College Experience Honors Program for Rising Juniors and Seniors can spend six weeks in the summer to participate in the Boston College Honors program. This comprehensive program allows students to
experience the life of a college student while taking two undergraduate courses and even earning six college credits. Business courses include public speaking, economic principles, organizational behaviour and more. Where: Boston College, Boston, Massachusetts How Long: Six Weeks Specific Topics: Communications, Economics, Management, Mathematics, and More How Much: $8,500 (Residential), $5,500 More information
about Brown Leadership Institute Leadership is essential to a successful career in business. It's just one thing students are studying at Brown University's Leadership Institute, a two-week program that combines leadership with topics like global development, entrepreneurship, conflict resolution and environmental justice. Students participate in coursework; different management styles, public appearances and active listening. They
are also working to develop an action plan project related to their school or community. Where: Brown University, Providence, Rhode Island How long: Two weeks for specific topics: Leadership How much: $4,391 More information about Business &amp;amp; Leadership Immersion at Georgetown This three-week pre-college summer business program immerses students in the world of business management. Students work closely
with Georgetown professors and other successful business figures to get exposure to a variety of topics, such as management, business law, marketing, and more. Perhaps the most exciting about the program curriculum is the business simulation that takes students through the whole process of starting a company as an entrepreneur. Where: Georgetown University, Washington, D.C. How long: Three weeks of specific topics:
Management, Management, Business Law, Finance, Strategy, Marketing, Business Planning How Much: $6,199 (includes tuition and room and board) More information about Business Bootcamp at the University of Rochester University of Rochester's Simon Business School hosts Business Bootcamp, a pre-college summer business program for high school students. This intensive program encourages students to challenge their
creative ideas and leadership skills through courses in marketing, team collaboration, discussions with instructors and peers, and trips with local businesses. Students create their own business plans and practice pitching their ideas as they develop their best business strategies. Where: University of Rochester, Rochester, New York How long: Three weeks of specific topics: Business, entrepreneurship How much: $4,600 (includes
tuition and room and board) More information about Business On Global: The Summer Language Program at Indiana University In this era of globalization, the ability to communicate in another or third language is practically a must. That's why the Kelley School of Business at Indiana University created The Business's Global Summer Language Program. Students choose to study in Arabic, Mandarin Chinese or Turkish. They then
dive into emerging markets for an intense two weeks, where they speak their language, learning about cultures and communication styles along the way. Where: Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana How long: Two weeks of specific topics: Business, Languages How much: $1,800 (includes tuition and room &amp; board) More information about the Business Leadership Institute at Boston College Boston College in three weeks the
Business Leadership Institute focuses on provide students with a solid foundation in the business world, from marketing and management to finance and economy. Programme participants participate in two classes per day, as well as trips, participate in social events and develop their management skills through practical seminars. Where: Boston College, Boston, Massachusetts How Long: Three Weeks Specific Topics: Business,
Leadership How Much: $4,500 (Residential), $2,500 (Commuter) More information about the Camino al Futuro program at George Washington University Camino al Futuro is a pre-college summer program that targets students in Latin and Hispanic communities. The three-week programme is designed to develop student leadership potential and focus on entrepreneurship, economics and policy issues. Students conduct surveys and
analyze the media, participate in collaborative projects, meet with Hispanic and Latino leaders, and attend various local sites. Where: George Washington University, Washington, D.C. How long: Three weeks of specific topics: Leadership How much: Free, thanks to the scholarships related to the program More Information about Camp Business at Drexel University Hosted by Drexel University's LeBow College of Business, Camp
Business is a complex but rewarding pre-college summer business program for high school juniors and seniors. Students work closely with faculty and business leaders as they explore, among other things, basic concepts of accounting, marketing, finance and management. Uniquely, this program also goes a step further, covering things like professional image, business etiquette, and team building. Where: Drexel University How
Long: One Week Specific Topics: Business, Accounting, Marketing, Finance, Management How Much: $750 (Commuter), $1,500 (Residential) More Information from Clark Researchers at Texas Tech University Clark Researchers program at Texas Tech University is an intensive seven-week summer research program. Open to high school juniors and seniors, the program allows students the opportunity for practical studies by
leading researchers and members of the Texas Tech faculty. This unique option, which also includes weekly seminars and trips, also costs students a $750 tax-free scholarship and offers space and a table. Where: Texas Tech University in Lubbock, Texas How long: Seven weeks on specific topics: accounting, business, communications, economics, finance, management, marketing, public relations, and more. How much:
Researchers will receive a $750 tax-free scholarship for more information about the College Pathway Program, the Economics College Pathway Program in Economics, a great introduction to economics and its various disciplines. During the three strict weeks, students will attend a series of lectures by professors from various additional departments at the University of Chicago. They will also participate in economic research and
experiments in areas such as microeconomics, macroeconomics and Literacy. Where: University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois How Long: Three Weeks Specific Topics: Economics, Microeconomics, Macroeconomics, Financial Literacy How Much: $5,700 (includes tuition, room and board, Student Life Fees) More information about Columbia University's Summer Immersion Competitive students looking to pad their college applications
while researching an interesting topic should look more than Columbia University's immersion program. Students can choose from a variety of theme areas where to spend their three weeks while also participating in extracurricular activities, and explore New York City. Students leave the program with evaluation letters from their instructors, as well as a statement on graduation from Columbia. Where: Columbia University, New York,
New York How Long: Three Weeks Specific Topics: Business, Business, Law, Mathematics, Communications, Business, and More How Much: $5,600 (Commuter), $11,064 (Residential) More Information about the Corporate Law Pre-College Summer Program at Syracuse University, the corporate law is the main focus. Within two weeks, business and legal students will create an actual business venture and learn all the company's
real concerns, from raising capital to hiring, taxes, market competition. Where: Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York How long: Two weeks Specific topics: Business, Law How much: $3,090 for residential students; $2,191 for travel students More information about economics managers (EFL) Economic Leaders (EFL) summer program put foundation teaching economics is a unique and selective program designed to teach
students how to use economic analysis when considering public policy issues. Mornings are spent by top econ professors in discussion, activities and interactive sessions, while the afternoon is full of fun tasks and dilemmas to help students use their leadership skills. Where: How Long: One Week specific topics: Economics How much: $1,700 More information about ENDEVVR Georgia Tech This pre-college summer business
program with a memorable name in the top-ranked program in business held annually by Georgia Tech. Student participants work closely with the Georgia Tech faculty and other leaders to start and fund real businesses. As endevvr's website so accurately describes, [they] are a startup incubator for high school students. Where: The 2018 location at the University of Pennsylvania How Long: 5 Weeks Specific Topics:
Entrepreneurship How Much: $6,795 (includes tuition, room and board, activities) More Information EDGE Pre-College Program at the University of Delaware's EDGE Pre-College Program allows high school students to get a sense of college life and academics, spending a month taking undergraduate courses on the University of Newark, Delaware campus. On To participate in various workshops and social activities, students
choose two classes to earn up to seven transferable college credits. Business courses include business calculation and business presentation. Where: University of Delaware, Newark, Delaware How Long: One Month Specific Topics: Business Computing, Business How Much: $4,600 for Delaware Residents; For $7,100 out-of-state students (including tuition, room and board, lab fees and group rest costs) More information about the
Entrepreneurial Development Experience at Babson College Over the course of four weeks, students participating in the Entrepreneurial Development Experience at Babson College are immersed in the world of entrepreneurship. The program uses Babson's unique Entrepreneurial Thought &amp; Action methodology that combines normal management, communication and presentation skills with things like reflection,
experimentation, and analysis. Students work closely with peers and mentors to create their own entrepreneurial agenda (the goal is to create a real business) and give it to the Babson community. Where: Babson College, Babson Park, Massachusetts How Long: Four Weeks Specific Topics: Business, Business How Much: $8,500 (includes tuition, room and board, activities, and insurance) More Information Entrepreneurship Institute
at Georgetown Starting a company and managing your business can be an overwhelming task, which is why Georgetown University's Entrepreneurship Institute offers students the perfect introduction to things like risk management, research, start-ups, public speaking, corporate social responsibility and teamwork and so much more. During one week, students visit sororities and start-ups in the D.C area, participate in various
teamwork and practical activities, develop a business plan and presentation, and hear several successful guest speakers. Where: Georgetown University, Washington, D.C. How long: One week on specific topics: Business How much: $2,895 (includes tuition and room and board) More information about the fundamentals of the Modern Marketing Program at Cornell Cornell's top-ranked Dyson School of Applied Economics and
Management is one of the best in the business, so it should come as a surprise that these pre-college summer programs are some of the most sought after. In the foundations of Modern Marketing, students spend three weeks acquainting up the principles of modern marketing, learning to analyze complex business situations, and improve their teamwork skills. Through lectures, activities and many practices, students sharpen their
judgment while studying the ins and downs of the marketing industry. Where: Cornell University, Ithaca, New York How long: Three weeks of specific topics: Marketing How much: $6,310 (includes tuition, social activities and room and board) More information from Harvard Program Imagine a taste of both college life and the theme of what you love at one of the best schools in the world: Harvard University. With the Harvard Pre-
College [Summer] Program, you can do just that. This two-week housing program offers students the opportunity to live on a Harvard campus, take daily classes on a variety of exciting topics, and explore Boston with other bright and ambitious students around the world. Examples of courses include Introduction to Microeconomics, Economics: Understanding Our Choices to Understand the World, and Dozens more. Where: Harvard
University, Cambridge, Massachusetts How Long: Two Weeks Specific Topics: Economy, Government, Legal Studies How Much: $4,500 (includes tuition and room and board) More information about the Harvard High School program Unlike the aforementioned Pre-College Program, the Harvard University High School program allows students to earn college credits while immersed themselves in college courses and campus life. As
the Harvard website says, this is your college test drive. Students can choose from more than 200 courses that they take with an actual Harvard student. If not in the classroom, students can attend various workshops, attend on-campus social events, visit nearby colleges, or do something else for their heart desire. Where: Online or Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts How long: Seven weeks of specific topics: Statistics,
Economics, and more How much: $11,000 (includes tuition, room and board, weekend tours) More Information High School Summer College at Stanford University, located in the San Francisco Bay Area, invites high school students to choose more than 140 courses in their quarter of summer. This opportunity, called High School Summer College, is an intense and selective eight-week program designed to provide high achieve
students with a realistic taste in college's top university. Not only are participants taking the same courses as Stanford degrees, but they are also able to learn from Stanford professors and are even matriculated as Stanford students. What a chance! Where: Stanford University, Palo Alto, California How Long: Eight Weeks specific Topics: Side, Mathematics, Politics Science, and More: From $14,426 (includes tuition for eight units,
room and board, and all fees) More information about the High School Summer Scholars Program at Washington University of St. Louis Washington University of St. Louis's Summer Scholars Program is a prestigious program where students have the opportunity to study a variety of courses right along the right undergraduate program. During the selected session (there are three, ranging from five to eight weeks), students live in
residential halls on campus, attend special seminars and various social events, and even form part of an academic support group. Course opportunities are extensive, but business-themed courses Design Thinking: Human-Centered approached the making world, promotions of micro, macroeconomics, entrepreneurship and liberal arts, and more. Where: Washington University of St. Louis, St. Louis, Missouri How long: Five to eight
weeks per session Specific topics: Business, Economy, How Much: $8,085 (five Weeks), $10,585 (eight weeks) More Information Hotel Management Program at Cornell's School of Hotel Administration is currently ranked #1 of its kind, so students interested in career hospitality and hotel management are unlikely to do better than this pre-college-summer program. Over the course of three weeks, students will experience and
participate in case studies, studies, guest speakers, computer simulations and more to learn what is needed to run a world-class hotel. At the end of the course, students will even take the HospitalIsation Industry Analysis (CHIA) exam. Where: Cornell University, Ithaca, New York How long: Three weeks Specific Topics: Hotel Management How much: $6,310 (includes tuition, social activities and room and board) More information
about the July Experience at Davidson College, Davidson College, one of the top liberal arts schools in the country, offers high school students spend most of the month on the July Davidson campus to experience the life of a college student while padding their college application courses from school like Davidson. Business classes include family and law, media effects, 1930s and 1930s. Where: Davidson College, Davidson, North
Carolina How long: Three weeks of specific topics: Business, Communications, Economics, Law, and more How much: $4,000 (includes tuition and room and board) More information about the Leadership Business World Program at Penn sponsored by the Wharton School at the University of Pennsylvania, the Leadership business world pre-college program is easily one of the most sought-after and selective summer programs. The
160 selected students spend four intensive weeks attending lectures by top Wharton professors and distinguished guests, receiving coaching things like communication and management skills, collaborating on projects, designing and presenting an original business plan, attending fun social activities, and much, more. Where: University of Pennsylvania, Wharton School, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania How Long: Four Weeks Specific
Topics: Business, Entrepreneurship, Leadership How Much: $7,725 (includes tuition, housing, most meals, activities and weekend trips) More information about Liberal Arts &amp; Sciences Program at Syracuse University Liberal Arts &amp; The Sciences program is especially valuable for those students who are considering college careers rounded up in the world of liberal art. In this six-week programme, students register their
choice for two regular bachelor's courses psychology, sociology, philosophy, mathematics, earth science and economics. Business courses of particular interest include communication and social and business mathematics courses, among other things. Where: Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York How long: Six weeks specific topics: Math, Economics, Communications, among other things, How much: $9,455 (residential
students), $6,839 (commuter students) More information about macroeconomics and the current economic program in cornell economics is a hot-button issue these days, making it more important than ever for students to understand how the state economy work. In Cornell University's pre-college summer program, macroeconomics and current economic issues, business-minded students will learn the basic principles of economics
with the ultimate goal of understanding things like the basic structure of the U.S. economy, how macroeconomic aggregates like GDP are measured, and different data sources for macroeconomic variables, to name but a few. Where: Cornell University, Ithaca, New York How Long: Three Weeks Specific Topics: Economics How Much: $6,310 (includes tuition, social activities and room and board) For more information about the MIT
Launch Every summer, students from all over the world head to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) to participate in the prestigious MIT Launch program. Within four weeks, students will join teams and take the process from starting a [real!] company. If that sounds too ambitious, there's nothing to worry about. A team of successful mentors, including top MIT instructors, is there to guide students all the way. Where:
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Cambridge, Massachusetts How Long: Four Weeks Specific Topics: Business, Business How Much: $6,295 (includes tuition, room and board, and activities) More Information about Pioneer Academics Online Research Programs Thanks to Pioneer Academics, public benefit companies, students from all over the world can conduct research and mentor professors in some of the world's
preeminent institutions. The 12-week program - conducted entirely online - begins with five weeks of foundational lessons given by a top professor with a maximum of four students. The rest of the time in the program is spent developing personal research projects and mentoring valuablely. Where: Online so that students can participate anywhere in the world How long: 12 weeks Specific topics: Computer Science; Technology;
Mathematics; Science, Technology &amp;; Society How Much: The $6,355 More Information Pre-College Program at Emory For those who want to get a little taste of the college experience, there may not be a better choice for a summer program than the one offered by Emory College. One of the best things about the Emory program is the number of options. Program duration, credit with or without credit, specific topics - you can
choose from everything. For example, students looking for a pre-college summer business program such class options as Insights advertising and promotion, world inequality and global poverty, economics: principles and current issues, and Introduction to Business: Concepts Essential for Executives, to name but a few. Where: Emory College, Atlanta, Georgia How long: Two, four, or six weeks specific topics: Advertising, Business,
Economy How much: $2,861-$7,825, depending on the length of course and the need to housing more information about public communication at Syracuse University, students have introduced the world of mass media and communication, especially the legal, economic, social and psychological aspects. Over the course of six weeks, students will hear guest lectures by people who are successfully working in the media, study different
media practices in different industries, and become more aware of how their personal interests can join career opportunities in media and communications. Where: Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York How long: Six weeks Specific Topics: Communications How much: $9,455 for residential students; The $6,839 for driving students to the More Information Sports Business Academy at Stanford University's pre-college summer
program, the Sports Business Academy, is a one-of-a-kind program that combines business with - you guessed it - sports. Within two weeks, participants will learn how to combine these two things into an exciting and demanding career. They participate in practical activities, receive direct communication with Stanford Graduate School of Business instructors, organize discussions with Stanford Athletics employees, and hear from Bay
Area professionals in both the sports and entertainment worlds. Most importantly, students learn what it takes to succeed in a career such as sports marketing, entertainment law, sports management, and more. Where: Stanford University, Palo Alto, California How long: Two weeks of specific topics: Sports, Business, Marketing, Entertainment Act, Sports Management How much: $4,500 (includes tuition and room and board) at the
Sports Industry Management Institute at Georgetown Business and Management is not just stock and bonds, starting businesses, and counting profits. It can do sports too! In fact, sports industry management currently has $250 billion a year and is one of the fastest growing areas in the world. In this one-week pre-college summer business program at Georgetown University, students can go behind the scenes (er, field) to study and
lynch the business of the sports world. Topics covered include, but are not limited to, sports and business law, marketing and media, sponsorship, team and player campaigns, contract negotiations, facility management and brand management. To complement this exciting curriculum, students will have the opportunity to visit the D.C. area of sports grounds, hear about industry pros, and even attend local sporting events. Where:
Georgetown University, Dc. How Long: One Week Specific Topics: Sports Industry Management How Much: $2,895 (includes tuition and room and board) More information about Summer@Brown Summer@Brown's pre-college summer program is a unique opportunity for students to experience life on an Ivy League campus while immersed themselves in the topics they love - all without stress classes and credits. Students
participating in the program live on campus, participate in a full calendar of campus events and activities, and choose more than 200 non-credit courses. Examples of business courses available include an introduction to the global business environment on how the national economy works: introducing macroeconomics and making informed financial decisions in today's global economy. Where: Brown University, Providence, Rhode
Island How long: One to four weeks for specific topics: Economy, Business, Management, Legal Studies How much: $2,125 to $6,764, depending on the length of courses and housing needs more information Summer@Stern as NYU's pre-college summer program website states, this pre-college program is in college. Each summer, a carefully selected group of high school students is invited to participate in this prestigious program
at NYU's top-ranked Stern School of Business. Students choose a fun and interesting course list, study nyu faculty members, and earn transferable college credits. Where: New York University, New York, New York How Long: Six Weeks Specific Topics: Accounting, Finance, Economy, Marketing, Business Psychology How Much: $5,099 to $12,494, depending on the number of credits (includes tuition, program fee and room and
board) More information about Summer Discovery: UCLA Business Summer Discovery is an established educational contact person who has partnered with the University of California-Los Angeles to provide a unique and prestigious pre-college summer business program for high school ers. The three-week program immerses students into life on the top college campus, and students are expected to take courses, live in living halls,
and participate in sports and other activities for fun. In addition, program students will take a number of planned tours in and around L.A. Business courses available including Business of Entertainment, Media and Sports; Digital marketing and social media; and sports business. Where: UCLA, Los Angeles, California How long: Three weeks of specific topics: Business, Marketing How much: $3,599 (commuters), $7,599 (residential)
More information about the Summer Scholars Program at Miami University of Ohio Summer Scholars Program at Miami University of Ohio is an intensive two-week program that provides highly motivated students with early college experience. Students participating in the program should be able to live on campus. They live in dorms, participate in practical workshops that deal with different parts of the college admission process, and
take college. faculty and experts from Miami. Where: University of Miami, Oxford, Ohio How Long: Two Weeks Specific Topics: Business, Business, and More How Much: $1,450 (includes tuition, room and board, fees, materials and planned activities) More information about the Summer Scholars Program at Notre Dame Those who want to experience life at a prestigious university like Notre Dame can't be viewed more than the
Summer Scholars program. Researchers choose a long list of interesting programs to study, then enjoy two intense weeks of coursework - although plenty of free time is also included as a way to experience life on the college campus. Some examples of programmes that participants can choose from are facing poverty: bringing a service to justice; entrepreneurship, problem solving and social change; and so much more. Where:
University of Notre Dame in South Bend, Indiana How long: Two weeks of specific topics: Entrepreneurship How much: $3,500 (includes tuition and housing) More information about Summer Studies mathematics (HCSSIM) at Hampshire College Hampshire College Summer Studies mathematics (HCSSIM) has been around for nearly half a century, so applicants (and their parents!) can be sure that this is one of the top pre-college
summer programs for high school students. Students participating in this intensive program will spend six weeks living and breathing math. Every morning is spent actively engaged in coursework, fun math games, and popular Prime Time Teorem activities, while afternoons are spent on informal study, rest, and leisure. Where: Hampshire College Amherst, Massachusetts How Long: Six Weeks Specific Topics: How Much: $4,913
(Includes Space and Board) More Information about Summer Quantitative Reasoning at Iamleton College carleton College's Summer Quantitative Reasoning Institute is a one-of-a-kind program that combines discipline economics with their political science, international relationships and psychology. This unique combination was put together by the idea that statistics [...] are a language of public policy, and one needs to understand
quantitative data to support their arguments and evaluate their other - a skill that is necessary for the success of the business world. Where: Carleton College, Northfield, Minnesota How Long: Three Weeks Specific Topics: Economics, Political Science, International Relations, Psychology How Much: $3,250 (includes tuition, room and board, activities and tours, all materials) More information about the Business World Program at
Cornell This three-week pre-college summer program focuses on business administration and is a great introduction to the world of business for every student considering this college major. In fact, Cornell's website even claims that this program helps students better manage their lives, their careers and their business. The programme consists of small group discussions based on an integrated case Various business simulations, and
many guest speakers, many of whom are known in the business world and make great mentors. Where: Cornell University, Ithaca, New York How long: Three weeks of specific topics: Business Management How much: $6,310 (includes tuition, social activities and room and board) More information about UChicago Immersion at the University of Chicago is called to one of the ten universities in the world, so you can be sure that their
pre-college summer programs are some of the best available. UChicago Immersion students dive into life on chicago campus They take an actual bachelor-level course, receive personalized attention from faculty members, and participate in labs and other hands-on activities. Where: University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois How long: Three weeks per session Specific topics: Economics How much: $6,500 (includes tuition per course,
room and board, Student Life Fee) More information about USC Summer Programs Every summer, the top-ranked University of Southern California hosts high school students at their university as part of its summer college immersion program. Students can choose whether to experience the life of a college student with either a four-week credit-earning or a two-week non-credit program. Business courses include business research,
ethical business strategies, business introduction to business and more. Where: University of Southern California, Los Angeles, California How long: Two weeks or four weeks for specific topics: Business, Law How much: $3,270-$8,534, depending on program length and housing needing more information about Vanderbilt Summer Academy's talented and high-achieving students (generally those who typically score 95 percentile and
above) are invited to attend Vanderbilt University's prestigious Summer Academy. This unique experience allows students to get a taste of real college life, living on campus, taking accelerated courses with Vanderbilt professors, attending social activities, and, of course, performing college-level homework assignments. Business courses include new problems in law, behavioral economics, consumerism and identity, consumerism in
American society and more. Where: Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tennessee How long: Three weeks of specific topics: Business, Economics, and more How much: $2,750 (9th and 10th graders) and $3,625 (11th and 12th graders) (includes tuition, room and board, activities and materials) More information about Yale Young Global Scholars University has repeatedly ranked the best university in the United States, so it shouldn't
come as a surprise that it's also home to one of the most respected (hence) pre-college-summer programs. Yale's Young Global Scholars program offers a number of session opportunities for those interested in business, including social entrepreneurship, international affairs and the economy. Each session is 1-2 weeks long and includes courses and lectures at the top level members, in addition to many opportunities for practical
action. Where: Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut How long: 1-2 weeks Specific Topics: Economy, Entrepreneurship, International Affairs How Much: $6,000 (includes tuition, housing and three meals a day) More information about the Young Leaders Institute at Washington University in Washington, D.C. University of St. Louis offers this one-week management institute for each student's ambition toward leadership in business,
politics, or even his or her high school. During the week, students practice everything from their organization to negotiating skills through various classroom discussions, activities, field trips, guest lectures and teamwork exercises. Each day also includes daily tasks and a final project. Where: Washington University in St. Louis, St. Louis, Missouri How Long: One Week Specific Topics: Leadership How Much: $1,985 (includes tuition
and room and board) More information about the Young Women's Institute at Indiana University High School juniors is eligible for the Young Women's Institute, a business and management themed program that takes place every summer at Indiana University. Over four days, young women participate in seminars at the top IU business faculty, interact with current students and alumni, build management and communication skills, and
prepare for the actual business case project. The program is very selective, but it is a fantastic opportunity for aspiring young women to use their leadership skills and make valuable relationships with like-minded women interested in business. Where: Indiana University in Bloomington, Indiana How long: Four days of specific topics: Business How much: Transportation costs and Indiana University's More Information Young Women's
Leadership Institute at Barnard College Every summer, Barnard College in New York City, invites high school women to participate in its unique Young Women's Leadership Institute. Over the course of nine days, students attend a morning class at either Feminist Leadership or Women's Studies, then spend the afternoon in management labs, where they work with teams to plan and perform a program to improve their community. The
program culminates in a student-run conference, during which participants share what they have learned and achieved. Where: Barnard College, New York, New York How long: Nine days of specific topics: Leadership How much: $3,800 (includes tuition, room and board) More information
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